Still Fly

Trombone
GONNA FLY NOW  
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Arranged by MIEE STONY  
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# 6 Superman

# 7 Imperial March

# 8 1st Down Cheer

# 9 Dixie Burst

# 10 Spell Out Cheer

Go cocks!

Go cocks!

Go cocks!

GAMECOCKS!
All I Do Is Win

Arranged by Patrick Roszell and Jeremy Stovall

Funky! \( \left( \text{\textit{f}} \right) \) \( \text{\textit{b} = c. 164} \)
Rock And Roll Music Part Two ('The Hey Song')

Trombone

\[\text{Notes and musical notation here}\]
SCARE TACTICS
[1. THEME FROM JAWS 2. THE IMPERIAL MARCH (DARTH VADER'S THEME)
3. NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN 4. THE BATMAN THEME]

BARITONE B.C.

Arranged by PAUL LAVENDER

1. \( \text{Slow, Deliberate} \)
2. \( \text{Forceful} \)
3. \( \text{With Intensity} \)
4. \( \text{Driving} \)

BARITONE B.C.
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